Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common malignancy in women and one of the three most common cancers worldwide. Although mortality from breast cancer in North America and the European Union has decreased, breast cancer remains the most common cause of death from cancer in less-developed countries and is second to lung cancer in more developed countries.
1,2 Therefore, it is essential to find effective parameters to identify patients with poor survival and to support them with personalized therapy.
A number of pathological characteristics, including tumor size and grade, hormone receptor (HR) status, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2), and lymph node (LN) status, have been identified, all of which are considered when predicting prognosis and determining the most effective treatment options. [3] [4] [5] Furthermore, molecular tests have been developed that add prognostic value by determining intrinsic subtype, stratification of tumors into low or high grade, or predicting recurrence. [6] [7] [8] [9] Despite these factors and tests, predicting patient outcome is not truly enough, as patients with similar pathological characteristics treated with identical regimens often exhibit highly variable clinical outcomes, indicating that additional prognostic factors are still need to be identified to improve patient stratification.
Tumor location in the breast has been reported as an independent prognostic factor. Tumors in the upper outer quadrant (UOQ) are the most frequent site of tumor location. They are associated with better survival compared with other quadrants; 10, 11 survival for non-UOQ tumors such as lower inner quadrant (LIQ) or medial regions have demonstrated lower survival. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Axillary LN metastasis has also been suggested to be significantly lower in the upper inner quadrant (UIQ, 20.6%) compared with all other quadrants (33.2%). 18 Nevertheless, studies regarding tumor in the central and nipple portion (TCNP) of the breast are discordant. One study suggested that breast cancer located closer to the nipple had a higher incidence of metastases to axillary LNs, 19 while another demonstrated that there was no evidence that correlated intramammary tumor proximity to the nipple with the presence of axillary LN metastasis. 20 Furthermore, the clinicopathological characteristics and the effect of TCNP on survival have still not been deeply explored.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the clinicopathological characteristics of TCNP and to clarify their prognostic value using a population-based database.
Materials and methods Database
We used the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database (November 2017 submission), a National Cancer Institute-sponsored program, and obtained data from 18 population-based registries with the SEER*Stat software, version 8.3.4 (http://seer.cancer.gov/about/).
study population
We derived a dataset of female breast cancer patients diagnosed from 2010 to 2013, for the reason of known HER2 status and follow-up time. The inclusion criteria were as follows: females aged over 18 years old; American Joint Committee on Cancer stages (the seventh AJCC System) TNM stage I-III; 21, 22 unilateral breast cancer; breast cancer as the first and only cancer diagnosis; TCNP or tumor in the breast peripheral quadrant (TBPQ) (including UOQ, UIQ, lower outer quadrant, LIQ, but overlapping sites were excepted); diagnosis not obtained from a death certificate or autopsy; pathologic confirmation of breast cancer; known tumor differentiation status (histological score); [23] [24] [25] known HR and HER2 status; [26] [27] [28] known tumor size and LN status; known surgery type; known radiation/chemotherapy; and active follow-up. Patients with incomplete information were excluded. In total, 105,037 patients were included, including 7,991 TCNP (7.60%) and 97,046 TBPQ patients (92.40%).
ethics statement
This study was approved by an independent ethical institutional review board at Guangdong Provincial People's Hospital and was carried out in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. The data released by the SEER database were publicly available and do not require patient's informed consent.
statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software for Windows version 25.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The chi-squared test was used to compare categorical variables across TCNP and TBPQ. Breast cancer-specific survival (BCSS) was defined as the survival time from the diagnosis date of breast cancer to the date of death caused by breast cancer, and the overall survival (OS) was defined as the time from the diagnosis date of breast cancer to the date of death from any cause. Kaplan-Meier curves, competing risks analysis (for BCSS), and log-rank tests (for OS) were generated to determine differences in the survival analyses. In addition, Cox proportional hazard models with hazard ratios were applied to estimate the factors associated with prognosis. A 1:1 paired match, by the propensity score matching (PSM) method, was also carried out to balance the impact of the baseline. Logistic regression was utilized to present the relationship between the tumor location and axillary LN metastasis. Two-sided P<0.05 was considered statistically significant, and reported P-values were not corrected for multiple testing.
Results

Demographic and clinical characteristics of TCnP
We first summarized the demographic and clinical characteristics of all 105,037 patients ( 
Comparison of survival between TCnP and TBPQ
To evaluate the BCSS and OS of TCNP and TBPQ, the Kaplan-Meier method was used. The 5-year BCSS rates of the patients with TCNP were significantly lower than those of the TBPQ population (92.1% vs 94.9%, P<0.001) ( Figure 1A ). Furthermore, the 5-year OS rates of the patients with TCNP were markedly lower than those of the TBPQ population (84.8% vs 92.5%, P<0.001) ( Figure 1B ).
Because of the distinct clinicopathological baseline of TCNP, univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazards models were used to balance the effect of factors.
Age, race, marital status, location of TCNP or TBPQ, tumor differentiation, TNM stage, tumor size, LN status, breast subtype, surgery type, radiation, and chemotherapy (all P<0.001) were responsible for BCSS. Similarly, the significant predictors of OS in patients were race, marital status, location of TCNP or TBPQ, TNM stage, tumor size, LN status, surgery type, and radiation (all P<0.001) ( Table 2) . After multivariate analysis, we found that race, marital status, location of TCNP or TBPQ, tumor differentiation, TNM stage, tumor size, LN status, breast subtype, surgery type, and radiation were significant independent predictors of BCSS (all P<0.05), while race, location of TCNP or TBPQ, tumor differentiation, TNM stage, tumor survival analysis in the matched group A 1:1 (TCNP/TBPQ) matched case-control analysis by PSM was performed to balance the baseline differences. In Figure 1D ).
survival analysis in various subgroups
The analyses above verified that TCNP was an independent prognostic factor and significantly negatively correlated with BCSS and OS. We next assessed the prognostic value of TCNP compared with TBPQ in various subgroups. We found that TCNP was a worse prognostic indicator for BCSS (P<0.001) and OS (P<0.001) in patients with TNM stage II-III (Figure 2A, Figure  3C , G), and triple-negative cancer ( Figure 3D, H) 
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Ji et al with HER2 + /HR − was significant (P=0.007) ( Figure 3B , F and Table 4 ).
TCnP related to ln metastases of breast cancer
To clarify the reasons leading to poor prognosis of TCNP, we analyzed the relationship between TCNP and LN metastases of breast cancer. Variables that were significant (P<0.001) in the univariate logistic analysis (age, race, tumor location, histology, tumor differentiation, TNM stage, tumor size, and breast subtype) were further included in the multivariate logistic regression analysis. TCNP was more likely to metastasize to LNs (OR =3.903, 95% CI: 3.687-4.133, P<0.001) ( Table 5 ). This result verified the linkage of TCNP and LN metastasis and may partially explain the worse outcome for TCNP.
Discussion
Determination of whether tumor location can be used prognostically is important in optimizing treatment. TCNP has a unique anatomical position, but its clinicopathological and survival characteristics are not well investigated. In this study, we showed that TCNP, compared with TBPQ, has distinct clinicopathological characteristics and worse survival.
First, we found that TCNP patients were mainly in an older age group (age ≥66 years), with larger tumor sizes (>20 mm size) and higher TNM stages (II-III). This may because tumors within the central region are harder to detect for reasons of overpenetration of X-rays in the nipple-areolar 
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Abbreviations: BCSS, breast cancer specific survival; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2; HR, hormone receptor; OS, overall survival; TBPQ, tumor in the breast peripheral quadrant; TCnP, tumor in the central and nipple portion.
complex and may reach a substantially larger size before being detected by imaging; 29 therefore, TCNP relates to tumor burden and progression. By univariate analysis, we found many significant prognostic factors for BCSS or OS, including age, race, marital status, location of TCNP or TBPQ, tumor differentiation, TNM stage, tumor size, LN status, breast subtype, surgery type, radiation, and chemotherapy. After multivariate analysis, however, we discovered that only race, location of TCNP or TBPQ, tumor differentiation, TNM stage, tumor size, LN status, surgery type, and radiation were significant independent predictors of BCSS and OS. Tumor location of TCNP was finally confirmed as an independent risk factor over TBPQ for both BCSS and OS.
Through further analysis, we found that shorter survival of TCNP patients was detected in this study. The 1-, 3-, and 5-year BCSS rates and OS rates of patients with TCNP were markedly lower than those of patients with TBPQ, including the survival analysis after PSM. The mechanisms may be the understaging of TCNP at diagnosis. Ansari et al 19 reported that breast cancers located closer to the nipple have a higher incidence of metastases to axillary LN s. In our study, TCNP had a significantly higher LN positivity rate than TBPQ (LN+: 38.7% vs 27.8%, P<0.001). We also conducted a multivariate logistic regression analysis that indicated that TCNP was an independent indicator for LN metastasis, and metastasis is the fundamental cause of higher mortality and poorer prognosis of patients who suffer from malignant tumors. Furthermore, the difficulty of mammographic detection and more frequent occurrence of Abbreviations: BCSS, breast cancer specific survival; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2; HR, hormone receptor; IDC, invasive ductal carcinoma; ILC, invasive lobular carcinoma; ln, lymph node; Os, overall survival; TBPQ, tumor in the breast peripheral quadrant; TCnP, tumor in the central and nipple portion.
palpable tumors in the central region not only explained the larger tumor size but also explained the increased mortality found in our study. We elucidated the prognostic value of TCNP in various subgroups of breast cancer patients. Compared with TBPQ, we found that TCNP gave significant poor survival for both BCSS and OS in patients with TNM stage II-III. + /HR + , and triple-negative cancer, TCNP also gave noticeable prognostic value for predicting poorer BCSS and OS. Therefore, these results provided adequate evidence of decreased survival in patients with TCNP vs TBPQ, particularly for the various kinds of breast cancer subgroups.
This study has some potential implications for clinical practice. In screening, the examination of the axilla for TCNP should be stressed, and MRI may be a more practical imaging method for accurate diagnosis. Inevitably, there are also some limitations in the present study. First, SEER, as a large database, may present the risk of coding error, despite its having undergone quality monitoring and integrity evaluation. Second, the subjects with treatment of "no/unknown" radiation or chemotherapy did not necessarily fail to receive these treatments or there may be missing information. Therefore, the SEER did not help to compare the outcomes by treatment received. Furthermore, important variables such as diseasefree survival information are missing from the SEER database. Therefore, studies are needed to further clarify our findings.
Conclusion
We summarized the clinical characteristics of TCNP and demonstrated that the tumor site of central and nipple position was an independent prognostic factor and had potential impli-cations for clinical practice. Patients with TCNP represent a cohort in whom studies of more focused staging procedures are required to assess LN metastases more carefully. Moreover, treatment programs should be studied to determine whether this disease presentation should receive a specifically tailored therapy.
